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Midwest country-folk icon delivers a soulful and honest album of hook laden melodies and top-notch

musicianship 10 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Country Folk, EASY LISTENING: Soft Rock Details: TWO

GOOD REASONS RECORDS is pleased to announce the release of "NO LONGER BLUE" (TGR-1) by

Detroit area native MARIANNE MURPHY. The album which features the first single "Irish Whiskey On

The Side", is a well-rounded musical smorgasborg of the diverse capabilities Marianne has developed

and nurtured. The daughter of a respected Irish musician and performer, Murphy has the unusual

capability of tapping into the issues and dilemmas of day to day existance and responding with poignant,

touching lyrical statements that escape the multitudes who are writing under the lure of the brass ring.

While much hyperbole in record company bio's points out the long and winding road, with all its extremes;

awards, successes, dissapointments and dissillusions, suffice to say here that Marianne Murphy is simply

the best, most down to earth singer-songwriter we have heard in a long time. With a voice that can melt

the sternest expression into a smiling nod of approval and songs that run a straight line to the heart,

Marrianne may well be the first female blue-collar recording artist of the new millenium. Marianne is a

favorite on the midwest folk circuit, performing regularly in local venues and having made appearances on

WJR, WDET and in numerous press articles as well as concerts at U of M, Milford Memories, Memphis

Smoke, Borders, the Ann Arbor Library, the OCC Concert Series and a host of other venues. She

performs traditional Celtic music under the name Brigit's Fire, appearing as lead vocalist and guitarist. Her

mainstay original music concerts include the Circle of Friends, a congregation of other top notch artists

who often make cameos at her shows. Additionally, Marianne returns the favor at performances of a

number of fellow artists such as Neil Woodward, Matt Watroba and The Notebenders. While others are

striving to become pop icons even to the point of dressing down for the Lizzy McGuire crowd, Marianne is
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simply...Marianne.
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